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From the ancient Olympiad to the present, sport has been a primary site for defining, 
cultivating and displaying Western ideals of masculinity. The athletic male body -
its discipline, symmetry, strength, and performance - is synonymous with power. 
It is the prototype valorized in Western art throughout the ages from the friezes on 
the Parthenon to the neoclassidsm of Michelangelo's David to Rodin's rendering 
of The Thinker. Its visual resonances cut across Euro-American history, cultures 
and ideologies. It can, for example, be found in the god-like figures that represent 
national identity on coins, in Leni Riefensthal's Aryan Olympians, in socialist 
realism's sinuous workers, in the stylized ornaments on the hoods of early auto
mobiles, in the highly stylized figure of Hermes used to represent early radio 
communications, and in the fanciful representations of the superheroes, the "men 
of steel," who capture the imaginations of children, especially boys. 

The linguistic counterparts of these images are so pervasive and so deeply 
embedded in the English language that a few strokes on the keyboard of any 
computer equipped with a thesaurus will yield a word list that conflates courage, 
strength, and power with masculinity, virility, and potency. In short, since antiquity 
the sexual economy of symbols in the West has equated masculinity with physical 
performance: with feats of physical strength, dexterity, and sexual prowess. 
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Within this semiotic system, the athlete represents the peak performance of 
manly youth. He is Prometheus unbound. He transcends, at least for a time, the 
ordinary constraints of embodiment and mortality. He presses beyond the natural 
limits of time, space, duration, resistance, and embodiment. The qualities he repre
sents are synonymous with high performance on the battlefield, in the political 
sphere, and in science, technology, and industry, not just on the playing field. The 
foundation metaphors that animate the language games that operate within these 
disparate arenas of power are nearly interchangeable (Jansen & Sabo, 1994). 

The vocabulary and images of athletic perfection provide the invidious stan
dards against which all men are measured. They also represent the categorical 
antithesis against which women are defined and "othered" as always sexed, 
embodied, and subject to nature's rhythms and limitations. The highly stylized, 
hyperbolic, and melodramatic language of contemporary sport is suffused with the 
ancient mythos of Greek tragedy and its patriarchal narrative structures. Malszecki 
(1995) has traced the role that sport has played in the maintenance and production 
of heroes and warrior values from the time of Homeric Greece to the present. 
He argues that war has been a central experience of Western patriarchy. Building 
on Bell's (1975) theories of political linguistics, he asserts that male privilege 
and supremacy have "depended on the powerful but invisible workings of male
dominated discourse" that combine sport and war metaphors (p. 273). Similarly, 
McBride (1995) has excavated some of the linguistic moorings of androcentrism 
and masculinist power in the multiple intersections of sportive and military cultures. 

Within this sexual economy of symbols, iconic and metaphoric representa
tions of the athlete play crucial roles in the denial of embodiment, the Promethean 
myth, that lies at the heart of Western dualism (Borda, 1987; Romanyshyn, 1989). 
The athletic body defies the normal limits of embodiment, rises above it, even 
escapes from it by performing like a god. The great athlete is body transmogrified 
to mind. He is transported by his superlative performance to Mount Olympus where 
he communes with the gods and achieves immortality. 

The Promethean myth is a cultural archetype, an origin story, that reflects 
and reproduces the binary categorical structures of Inda-European languages. These 
categories, in turn, reinforce exaggerated emphasis on sexual difference within 
Western "gender regimes" (Connell, 1987). According to the Promethean myth, 
Zeus created the first woman, Pandora, in revenge for Prometheus' act of defiance 
in going to heaven to light his torch and bring fire back to earth. Pandora, of course, 
opened the forbidden box, and unleashed all the calamities and miseries that have 
spread throughout the world to afflict man forevermore. The mythology of this 
Greek origin story continues to resonate in a highly stylized and abstract form 
within the narrative structures, rhetorics, semantic resources, and visual represen
tations of athletic performance in contemporary sports media. 

In this chapter we examine some of the ways the discourse and images of 
contemporary sports media draw upon the resonances of this faded mythology. That 
is, we look at how these ancient, but resilient, metaphors continue to influence 
mediated representations of athletic prowess. We examine the rhetorical work they 
do in constructing ideological firewalls that maintain male dominance in sport. More 
specifically, we explore how representations of men in sports media are implicated 
in the social reproduction of the cultural and structural dynamics of dominance 
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systems within the changing gender order. ConneJI ( 1987) uses the. term gender 
order to refer to the "historicaJly constructed pattern of power relatwns between 
men and women and definitions of femininity and masculinity that emerges and 
is transformed within varying structural contexts" (pp. 98-99). We draw upon femi
nist theory and a concept of hegemony loosely derived from Gramsci in order to 
discuss some of the ways that sports media feed into the constructions of hege
monic and counter-hegemonic masculinities. 

Our task is made difficult for two reasons, one practical and the other 
sublimely nuanced. First, while there has been a good deal of research on repre
sentations of female athletes in sports media during the last 5-10 years, analytical 
focus on men, qua men, has remained rare. Since the publication ~f our pr~:ious 
essay on images of masculinity in sports media in 1992, very. httle add1ttonal 
research on men has appeared. Second, we are only partially consc10us of the super
impositions of patriarchal values and customs on to the ritual of sport. As Leach 
(1976) observes, "We engage in rituals in order to transmit messages to ourselves" 
(p. 45). The problem is that we are too immersed in the taken-for-granted _mean
ings and representations affixed to sports ritual t~ fully unpack them: despite our 
critical commitments. Catholics, for example, ordinanly do not consc10usly reflect 
upon the dynamics of ritualized cannibalism while receiv_ing the Holy Eucharist, 
even though primitive sti!Tings of blood sacrifice resonate m this devotion. And_ so 
it is with mediated representations of men in sport. We only apprehend fleetmg 
glimpses of the forest through the trees; the deep structures. of Prom~thean myth, 
patriarchal warfare, hierarchy, misogyny, and sexu.al d1morph1sm'. continue to elude 
awareness and confound analysis. Indeed, the w1lhngness and ab1hty of researchers 
and scholars to study and theorize women in sports media may, in and of itself, 
reflect women's foregrounded position as athletic anomalies, invaders of male terri
tory, and outsiders within the masculinist culture of sport. Conversely, in a Gestalt
like fashion, men have been naturalized and backgrounded by their h1stoncal 
omnipresence in sport. This has served both to expand and deepen the andro~en
tricity of representations of athleticism in Western cultures while, at the same time, 
camouflaging them. 

WHY MEN MATTER TO FEMINIST ANALYSIS OF 
SPORTS MEDIA 

Within media research as a whole there has been a growing recognition that the 
meaning of images cannot be studied without reference to the semiotic systems in 
which they are embedded (Gerbner 1970, 1996; Jhally & Lewis, 1992). Studying 
representations of women or men athletes without reference to the larger sexual 
economy of images that gives these representations meaning leaves the systems 
of domination in which the images are embedded unexamined and unchallenged. 
We have argued that representations of men and masculinity in sports media 
contribute to the social reproduction of cultural values and multiple systems 
of domination within the gender order as a whole. More simply stated, we see 
sports media as an important primer for gender socialization in contemporary 

times. 
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"Watching" sports is one of the few transgenerational experiences that 
and boys, fathers and sons, still share in the post-Fordian economy. Sports ;::i~n 
which today usually means talk about mediated sports is also one of the 1 ' 

· · ct• · , on y 
rema1n1ng 1scurs1ve spaces where men of all social classes and ethnic gro 
di 1 ct• ~ reel Y 1scuss such values as discipline, skill, courage, competition, loyalty, fair-
n_ess, teamwork, hierarchy, and achievement. Sports and sports fandom are als 
~1tes of male bonding. The images of manly character that boys and men consum~ 
m sports media become embodied by star athletes who reflect and reinforce men's 
collective power over women. Trujillo's (1994) careful analysis of the meanings 
cons~;ucted by medrn arou~d. beloved and heroized pitcher Nolan Ryan revealed 
tha~ ~,ower itself ts rnascuhn1zed as strength, force, control, toughness, and dorni
~atwn (p. 98);, ~yan has ~een portrayed as a "power pitcher," "power personality," 
strong father, cowboy, and sex symbol. Trujillo concludes that: 

The sports media reinforce a traditional sense of masculinity when they 
emphasize the power of the male athlete, the institution of familial patriarchy, 
and mythos of the frontiersman, and the symbolism of the phallus. 

(1994, p. 109) 

. The content analysis based research on sports media that has been published 
smce the early 1980~ has focused primarily on women athletes, specifically on the 
ways female athlet1c1sm has been marginalized and devalued by sports discursive 
and production practices that take manly prowess as the norm. Feminist researchers 
have con~lud~d that sports media trivialize, eroticize and objectify women athletes 
and, by 1mphcat10n, that boys and men who "watch" sports perceive women 
athletes primarily in sexual or stereotyped terms. In these ways sports media are 
said to contnbute t? the social reproduction of hegemonic masculinity (Duncan, 
1990; Higgs & We11ler, 1994; Kane, 1996, Kane & Greendorfer 1994· Messner 
1988). , , , 

While there is much theoretical accuracy in these formulations a cmrnnt 
problem facing sports media researchers is that so little research actuall~ examines 
how media pro~u.cers and audiences actuaJly perceive and construct interpretations 
of female ~thle1Ic1sm. Many researchers have simply assumed that viewers perceive 
represen_M10ns _of men and women athletes in binary heterosexual terms; that is, 
neatly d1v1d1ng images and meanings into either "masculine" or "feminine" realms. 

To some_ degree, this_practice is an artifact of method; few researchers using 
content analysis problemat1ze the concept of gender. Conversely, researchers who 
problematize gender are likely to regard content analysis as epistemologicaJly 
contam1~ated and use other methods.1 Standard content analysis protocols treat 
gender dichotomously as a demographic variable rather than as a social "construct" 
or mode of '.'performance." This, in turn, predisposes content analysis researchers 
to develop d1choto".'ous coding categories or gradients ranging, for example, from 
str~ng t~ weak, a~t1ve to passive, sexualized to neutered, and so on.2 As a result, 
soc10log1sts studymg sports media tend to divide "men" and "women" viewers into 
sepa'.ate _epist~mological and ge~der-political camps rather than attending to the 
mul1Iphc1ty of sense-makmg devices and interpretive strategies that male subjects 
engage when they consume sports media. Such an approach precludes discovery 

--_-,.: 
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of any conundrums or emerging fractures in male hegemony in sport, sports media, 
or sports fandom. Yet, such fractures may be occurring. For example, a recent 
Harvard Business School survey of fans (as cited in the Women's Sports Market 
Report, 1996) at ten of the top women's NCAA basketball programs found that 
males comprised 40 percent of the fans. What brings these men to the women's 
games? ls it plausible to assume that when these male fans of women's basketball 
devote several hours of their time to watching women's NCAA Final Four games 
on television, they are simply subjectively "feminizing," "trivializing," or "eroti
cizing" the women players on the screen? It is far more probable that a variety of 
subjective interpretations of the women's game, women athletes, and men's rela
tionships to men's sport and women's sport inform their interpretations of the event. 

Since the late 1970s self-criticism within the feminist movement and femi
nist theory has exploded the heterosexist, racist, and classist foundations of the easy 
essentialism of this kind of naive realism. As a result, contemporary feminist 
researchers are acutely aware of the epistemological problems posed by research 
that imports a priori demographic categories. They are also hyper-sensitive to the 
pluralities of "differences", standpoints, identities, and interpretive priorities and 
skills that media researchers as well as media practitioners and members of media 
audiences engage in making sense of mediated messages (Harding, 1991, Jansen, 

1993; Radway, 1984). 
As the unmarked category, masculinity has not been as fully interrogated, and 

most mainstream social research still investigates predominantly male behavioral 
domains such as war, politics, science, and sport, without reference to the gendered 
constituents of these domains. Sports sociology generally follows this convention. 
Even research undertaken in the interests of progressive social agendas (e.g., studies 
of gender discrimination in sport and sports media) have generally been method
ologically conservative. As a result, much research in sport sociology conducted 
during the late 1970s and 1980s essentialized gender. 

With the publication of Connell's Gender and Power in l 987, however, sports 
sociology gained access to epistemologically sophisticated and richly nuanced 
schemata for conceptualizing gender, especially male hierarchies. Connell enjoined 
theorists to think in relation to "masculinities" rather than "masculinity." A "new 
men's studies" began locating and studying diverse masculinities in myriad cultural 
sites and structural circumstances; e.g., men of multiple racial and ethnic identi
ties, different income levels, occupational groups, physical abilities, and sexual 
identities (Brod, 1987; Kaufman, 1986; Messner & Sabo, 1990; Sabo & Gordon, 
1995). As awareness of gender diversity grows, it is likely that conceptualization 
of research on gender in sport media will move beyond its binary moorings. Tuo 
recent studies demonstrate the need to move in these directions. 

First, Chroni, Bunker and Sabo (1996) analyzed a sample of 779 children's 
perceptions of the official pictograms developed by the Atlanta Committee for the 
l 996 Olympic Games (ACOG). These black-on-white silhouettes of thirty-one 
athletic events, which were purported to represent "universal human form," appeared 
in a wide variety of electronic and print media surrounding the 1996 Games. When 
the pictograms were first released nearly one year before the l 996 Games, an initial 
survey of fifty-six adult, elite women athletes found that 98 percent felt the pictures 
were mostly male figures. The researchers hypothesized that, if the pictograms did 
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i~deed overrepresent male figures, then children wo . . 
pictures of men rather than women Th JI uld identify them as being 
the children perceived the pictogra~s :s ~;'~~~ results showed that 53 percent of 
as "definitely a man,, and 14 percent as "de1fi era 1 man or a woman," 33 percent 
h h' ' , ' e nite y a woman " s· h. 
t e c ildren perceived the figures a h. . mce one-t !rd of 
for gender bias was verified. And ye: :~~o~; researchers concluded that evidence 
to be much less likely to perceive ;h ti ary findmg was that children appeared 
counterparts in the initial pilot survee fiures as mostly men tha~ did their adult 
stereotyped gender expectations with ~em ~~y be that today children b1ing Jess 
previous generations of adult women Th . e~ mterpretmg. athletic imagery than 
present context is that, similar to the a~u1l~~~at10n. of this latter finding in the 
researchers who conceptualize gender r 1 f men m this study, sports media 
designing their projects and interpreting eda :ons withm ~ bipolar framework when 
nuanced differences in the beh . a ~ may, tn e ect, not be aware of more 
under study. av1or, expenences, and/or perceptions of persons 

Second, in a detailed analysis of the medi d . 
lion of the annual Sports lllustrat d . . . a pro uct1on and consumer recep-

e sw1msmt issue, Davis (1997) concluded that: 

Thde. problematic aspect of Sports Illustrated's strategy of securing a l 
au ience of men by creating r . f h , arge tram les over w - a ~ imate o egemonic masculinity, is that it 

(pos0 colonized ::~~ ~~~~~e~~;n:~ ;::~:n~f color, and people from the 

(p. 184) 

Davis's research on the construction of m 1 h . 
existing theory several miles furth d ha e egemony m sports media takes . . er own t e road She sho h h . . 
issue is produced in order to feature beautiful mod 1. . . d ws ow. t e sw1msmt 
sports magazine and not women athletes e s inst e a predominantly men's 
is obvious to media researchers b t . per se. In other words, she shows what 
commercial imperatives drive the ~r::~~~~~ l~:~:: to sports sociologists; that is, 
bemg responsive to its target market ad rt. . se images. Sports Illustrated IS 

actually purchase the magazine n t t, . :e JSmg buyers and the customers who 
issue.' If the swimsuit issue did n~t :7'1msts wdho voice political objections to the 
produced. e iver rea ers to advertisers, it would not be 

SPORTS MEDIA, HIERARCHY, AND MEN'S VIOLENCE 

Critical feminist sports scholars examine how . . . . 
vatmg, legitimating, and reproducin soci I . sports. media are imphcated m culti-
always been linked to violence d g _a mequahl!es. Smee power relations have 

an coerc1on cntical femini t h b 
about potential linkages among sp rts ' r . s s ave een concerned 
& Sabo, 1990) Sabo Gray and Mo , ~ascu m1ty, and men's violence (Messner 
views with eighteen ~omen who r~o~~t~/t~~~ ~onducted in-depth telephone inter
partners during and/or shortly after ~elevi d hey were regularly beaten by male 
not interested in settling the m . l se. athlel!c events. The researchers were 

. acro-soc10 og1cal debate about h th . 
nat10nally televised athletic events tri g .d . w e er reg10nally or g er wt espread increases in the prevalence 
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of domestic violence. Rather, the researchers assumed the legitimacy of clinical 
claims that in some instances televised sports are among an array of processes that 
can contribute to men's violence against women. In order to better understand the 
social-psychological dynamics involved, a descriptive, exploratory approach was 
used to elicit and analyze women's accounts of such beatings where they did occur. 

The research findings lend credence to theoretical arguments that sports 
media can inform and inflame the social construction of violent masculinity. They 
concluded that sports media are not so much the "cause" of the violent actions of 
the men under study, but more as the "carrier" of psychosocial meanings and cultural 
practices that are linked to men's collective domination and control of women. 
Televised contact sports operated as part of a cultural setting that is condusive to 
domestic violence. Also involved were additional contributory factors such as 
alcohol and drug use, frustration, and gambling. Mediated sports appeared to func
tion for these battering men as a cultural site in which a confluence occurred between 
psychosocial processes (e.g., boyhood and adult identification with sports and 
aggression, and interpersonal dynamics in family relationships) and the adoption 
of cultural scripts that equate manhood to violence proneness and domination over 
women. These dynamics receive highly ritualized expression in much sports media 
through production practices that often merge glorification of physical power, patri
archal narratives, and aggressive masculinity with video game sound effects and 
violence motifs, charged with emotion and drama. 

Relationships among sports fandom, media representations of sports, patterns 
of media consumption, and real-life violence are complex and multi-dimensional 
and research on their "effects" does not lend itself to simple behavioral analysis. 
It is likely that the most powerful effects of violence in sports media, like other 
forms of televisual and filmic violence, may be in the cultivation of values and 
attitudes towards violence, power, and authority. As Gerbner (1996) points out, 
representation, per se, denotes power. In prime time television, men outnumber 
women by a ratio of about 3 to I; moreover they are much more likely than women 
to play roles where they are the agents of dramatic action including perpetrators 
of violence. In prime time televisual coverage of professional sports, men may well 
outnumber women by a ratio of 100 to 1 or more. This simple fact tells us more 
than any other research finding about how televised sports programming cultivates 
the values of hegemonic masculinity among sports fans and within American culture 
more generally. The pervasive presence of the big men who are the big performers 
in big sports - their celebrity and Promethean charisma - communicate that the 
world of big men is still where the real action is. It is the arena of power and 
women are excluded from it. 

INJURY, SACRIFICE, & MASCULINITY 

Injury is everywhere in sport. Its ubiquity is evident in the lives and bodies of 
athletes who regularly experience bruises, torn ligaments, broken bones, aches, 
lacerations and muscle tears. "Injury reports" appear daily in local newspapers and 
in the analyses of television and radio commentators. Sports Illustrated markets its 
subscription campaign by giving new subscribers videotaped highlights of football 
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players smashing one another's bodies. Injury is presented as entertainment, as 
spectacle. Television cameras regularly frame injured players and slow motion 
replays are used to al1ow viewers to see how an injury occurred and com1nenta
tors to estimate the location or extent of the inju~y. Commentators sometimes 
comment on cuts and bleeding as a verbal supplement to depictions of bloodied 
athletes on the screen. Players who are shown being taped up on the sidelines or 
led into the locker room to be checked by the team doctor at half time are often 
praised by commen'tators upon returning to the action with words such "brave," 
"determined," "courageous," and "tough." 

Despite the omnipresence of injury in sport media, there has been no research 
that searches out its cultural meanings or gendered dimensions. Sabo (1994) 
has speculated that the cultural fascination with injury in sport and sport media is 
related to the "Pain Principle," which is defined as the patriarchal cultural belief 
that pain is inevitable and that the endurance of pain enhances one's character 
and moral worth" (p. 3). He argues that the Pain Principle is an overarching narra
tive (or "metanarrative" in Lyotard's sense) or cluster of meanings that became 
installed in western Judao-Christian cultural traditions and, ultimately, fused with 
cultural practices surrounding traditional men's sports. The Pain Principle is simplis
tically evident in locker room slogans such as "No pain, no gain," "Sacrifice your 
body," "You gotta pay the price of victory," or "When the going gets tough, the 
tough get going." As an ideological process, the Pain Principle is closely tied 
to the construction of hegemonic masculinity, encouraging lesser-status males to 
comply with the expectations of dominant-status males, thereby preserving and 
shaping hierarchical relations among male groups in the larger gender order. The 
Pain Principle encourages boys and men to suffer through and play along with the 
hierarchically organized power relations that often do not serve their immediate 
interests. 

Sports media valorize the athletes who surmount injury, endure pain, and 
return to the field of hierarchical endeavor. Ironically, as the athlete's body is "built 
up" in order to "move up" the competitive hierarchy, it is increasingly worn down. 
Many athletes are thus embroiled in a larger set of power relations inside and 
outside sport that are often exploitative and lead to physical entropy. Within the 
context of the competitive hierarchies that comprise late twentieth century gender 
regimes, athletes may be cultural prototypes modeling the behavior of (and for) the 
tough-minded, success-striving but increasingly expendable middle-managers of the 
post-Fordian economy who drive themselves day after day, only to be "benched" 
by stress-related illness or corporate downsizing or replaced by cybersystems. These 
portrayals may also be modeling stoicism and resilience for factory and service 
workers who must do more for less because they are "lucky enough" to have jobs 
in an economy that thrives on impermanence and liquidity. In short, we suspect 
that the media representations of pain and injury among athletes, particularly in 
televised productions, are ritualized expressions of more subtle relations of power 
that tap the Pain Principle and hegemonic masculinity for cultural and political 
legitimacy. 

Within the commercial imperatives of television, the blood sacrifice of the 
athlete performs the same function that it does in dramatized violence. The camera 
briefly indulges the voyeurism of viewers, arouses their primal fears, then delivers 
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them, in this emotionally vulnerable state, to commercial sponsors who offer the 
immediate relief of a Miller Lite beer or Big Mac (Goldsen, 1978). In short, 
blood sports trigger primal anxieties, and consumerism comes to the rescue with a 
quick fix. 

Sports media may serve as a theater for male sacrifice. Like other forms of 
televisual violence, action, adventure or cartoons, violence on the playing field is 
too often presented as violence without consequence. Five big men sack the quar
terback, plummeting him to the ground. His face is contorted in pain as the trainers 
attend to his sprained ankle. The camera demurely turns away and cuts to a commer
cial - lest we see the tears running down the face of Saturday's hero. Ten minutes 
later, however, taped and anesthetized, our hero is back at his post throwing the 
game-winning touch-down. Prometheus rebounds. In sport, unlike other television 
entertainments, the mayhem is real, not feigned or animated, and the action has 
real consequences for the athlete long after "the show" is over. The superhuman 
behavior modeled on screen is not behavior that any mortal, including the bravest 
quarterback in the history of football or the toughest of world heavyweight 
champions, can successfully emulate off screen. Yet, it has been a central model 
of heroic masculinity available to men and boys in Western popular culture. 

The role that Mohammed Ali, the hero who too "courageously" fought too 
many rounds, played in lighting the Olympic Torch at the opening ceremonies of 
the 1996 Olympics seemingly confounded this venerable convention. Audience 
responses to Ali's presence in the pageant were mixed and frequently emotionally 
charged. President Clinton applauded the mainstreaming of the disabled. Some saw 
Ali as a false hero: not Prometheus with a broken wing, but an unpatriotic draft
dodger who suJTendered his right to the golden circle long ago. Some, black and 
white, remembered him as a "black power" advocate, and interpreted his presence 
in racial terms rather than in terms of disability. Ali's real-life pain, however, the 
fact that his brain and health were basically destroyed by a brutal sport wherein 
mostly poor men bludgeon one another in search of fame and fortune remained 
obscure. The tidal flows of heroic disability and racial struggle hid the undertow 
of patriarchal intermale violence and blood sacrifice. 

Finally, we wonder if the battery of men's bodies in televised contact sports 
may give men glimpses into their own vulnerability and victimization, especially 
poor and working-class men and men of color. The psychodynamic inference might 
read, "Since the men on the screen are vulnerable and beaten, so am I." McBride's 
(1995) analysis of the psychodynamics of sacrifice in contemporary patriarchal 
culture contends that sports provide a cultural theater for men to identify with the 
victims of violence which, in turn, generates rage and anguish that gets projected 
on to the female other. Drawing on the theories of Bataille (1985) and lrigaray 
(1985), he argues that within the "masculinist psychic economy" of American 
culture, war, football, and battery are inteJTelated expressions of men's need for 
power and control. However, the suppression of men's needs for intimacy neces
sitated by conformity to traditional masculinity results in emotional ambivalence 
and deep-seated frustrations which, in turn, are channeled individually through 
battery and collectively through gang rape or war. The links between aggression 
in sports media and men's rage, anxiety, and violence remain under-researched and 
unknown. 

MASCULINITY IN SPORTS MEDIA 

EROTICIZATION OF MALE ATHLETES 

Feminist critiques of representations of female athletes focus on the sexualization 
and ojectification of female athletes especially gymnasts, swimmers, divers and 
figure skaters. Vertical camera pans of the young, scantily-clad, bodies of gymnasts 
and divers posed to perform reproduce the cliehed conventions soft-core pornog
raphy, but do so in concert with voice-overs that extol the child-like innocence and 
vulnerability of the athlete. These are the sports that draw big audiences for female 
athletes - individual, rather than team competitions, where pretty faces, supple 
bodies and moving narratives provide the media frames. 

In contrast, men who achieve in contact team sports draw the big television 
audiences. In contact sports where male bodies are not protected by padding and 
multiple layers of clothing (e.g., boxing, wrestling, and basketball), a highly artic
ulated set of rules polices the zones of contact and athletes who cross the bound
aries are charged with fouls. A curious kind of dance of intimacy and retreat is 
played out in these sports - a dance that is pragmatically designed to protect against 
injury, but does so with a hyperbolic symbolic excess that seems to both gesture 
to and issue interdictions against homeroticism. One cannot, for example, imagine 
wrestlers regularly patting each other on the buttocks the way football players do. 
Football uniforms, pads, helmets, cleats, and an array of face and neck guards are 
designed for protection against injury in this dangerous contact sport. But the visual 
impact of the pragmatics of these designs amplify the ritualized displays of hege
monic masculinity by making big men even bigger, larger than life. Like gladia
tors of old, they are literally men of steel, armoured and posed. Because the bodies 
of football players are protected by armor, the touch zones are more fluidly defined. 
Direct body contact is the point of the game, and men make physical contact with 
other men on the playing field in ways that are rigidly proscribed by heterosexism 
everywhere else. 

In this respect, football might be thought of as a kind of medieval carnival 
ritual where inversion of the rules on the field emphasizes their pervasive 
intractability everywhere else. The media frames that are used to represent this 
carnival exaggerate the effect; e.g., low camera angles further amplify the already 
exaggerated bulk of the players, the hyperbolic language of sportscasters exaggerate 
the significance of the contest, the roar of the crowd and the fans mugging for the 
camera become part of the performance, the spectacle. The camera romances 
glamorous women in the stands or scantily-clad cheerleaders that perform just 
beyond the boundaries that separates the Promethean realm of hyper-masculine men 
from the mundane realities inhabited by ordinary mortals. 

THE "WOMAN QUESTION" IN SPORTS MEDIA 

Sport has remained a remarkably resilient bastion of hegemonic masculinity despite 
the fact that in the last twenty-five years women athletes have rewritten all the 
record books and defied all of the conventional wisdom about the limits of female 
athletic performance. Although women's record-breaking achievements have been 
the real sporting news of the late twentieth century, these achievements were 
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virtually unreported by mainstream media until very recently. Indeed, 1995 was the 
first year that newspaper coverage of women's athletics exceeded that of "dogs and 
horses" (Lopiano, 1996). As a result, when critical feminist media research has 
examined representational practices in sports media, it has focused almost exclu
sively on the ways sports media stereotype, trivialize, marginalize or ignore 
women's athleticism. 

This focus has made good political sense. It has provided activists with a 
knowledge base that has brought about changes in the ways that women are repre
sented in sports media. The impact of these efforts was dramatically demonstrated 
in the production decisions that went into United States television coverage of the 
1996 Centennial Olympic Games in Atlanta. 

NBC Television, which won the United States broadcast rights for the 
Olympics, consciously choreographed a production plan that was designed to target 
a female audience. In doing so, NBC attracted the largest Olympic television audi
ence since 1976; midway through the seventeen day coverage, the audience was 
50 percent female, 35 percent male, and 15 percent children and adolescents of 
both genders (Remnick, 1996). NBC's Director of Research, Nicholas Chiavone, 
actually drew on feminist theory in devising the production plan, albeit an essen
tialist reading of Carol Gilligan's A Different Voice that might drive many feminist 
theorists to exchange their pens for swords (Remnick, 1996). Yet, despite the retro
rationale, the soap-operatization of the "up close and personals" and the camera's 
persistent romance with women in spandex and leotards, NBC's 1996 production 
did put more high-achieving women athletes on camera in front of more viewers 
than ever before, and it did feature a long, serious, interview with Anita DeFrantz, 
International Olympic Committee member and President of the Amateur Athletic 
Foundation of Los Angeles, conducted by Bob Costas, arguably the most influen
tial and respected commentator in sports broadcasting today. 

There were sound commercial reasons for NBC's "scientific campaign to 
shape their broadcasts to a feminine sensibility" (Remnick, 1996, p. 26). Men control 
the remote control in most households (Gray, 1992). When sports is "on," espe
cially the highly publicized and widely discussed Olympics, NBC could assume 
that, as David Remnick (1996) put it, "Men, being men, would be there already, a 
Bud in one mitt and the clicker in the other" (p. 27). If the female audience could 
also be delivered to advertisers; however, program ratings and network profits would 
go up; and, not incidentally, women viewers would serve to inhibit the clicks in 
the mitts. NBC was responding to both sports marketing research and its misread
ings of feminist research in designing a production that would "go for the gold" 
by showcasing United States women's Olympic performances. Commenting on 
the coverage, broadcaster, former Olympian, and President of the Women's Sports 
Foundation, Wendy Hilliard, stated: 

Sports coverage is becoming more inclusive - no longer is it a predominantly 
male domain, from both the participant and spectator perspective ... NBC's 
programming decision would not have occurred without the support of corpo
rate advertisers who are increasingly using sports and female athletes to appeal 
to female consumers. 

(Women's Sports Foundation, September 23, 1996, p. I) 

--------------
MASCULINITY IN SPORTS MEDIA 

Women's sports advocates recognize that the increases in girls' and women's partic
ipation in sports and fitness activities since 1972 has been simultaneously fed by 
legal pressures wrought by the passage of Title IX, the activism within the women's 
sports movements, and the accelerating efforts by corporations and entrepreneurs 
to tap opportunities for profit-making. As Hilliard (1996, p.3) notes, 

These female consumers are now active recreational and competitive sports
women, thanks to Title IX. In 1970, only one out of 27 high school girls 
played varsity sports. Today the figure is now one of three! 

From the corporate perspective, fans are consumers. Professional football 
player representative, David Meggesey (1993) reported that National Football 
League management sometimes refer to fans as "fannies in the seats." Sports media 
cultivates fans by feeding their passion for sport between games and seasons. 
Media furnish Monday morning quarterbacks with ammunition and authority. Above 
all, however, they sell fans to advertisers. According to Rosner (1989), sports media 
are expected to generate a gross national sports product of $121.1 billion by the 
year 2000, while projections for sports advertising revenues on television are $11.5 
billion and, for all advertising revenues combined, $25 billion. 

The sports entertainment industry has nearly saturated the domestic male 
market. Females now constitute the major growth center in the United States for 
sports, fitness, and sports media and sports-related purchasing. A related demo
graphic phenomenon can be observed in the computer industry, which ignored 
women. consumers in its advertising and marketing campaigns until upscale, 
domestic, male markets began to stagnate. In "going for the gold" of women's 
sports, corporations are acting out of enlightened self-interest; in doing so, they are 
also advancing some of the goals of women's sports activists. 

. Given that, in other .parts of American popular culture, corporate sponsorship 
routinely cultivates artificial, unhealthy, and racist stereotypes of idealized female 
bodies, some critical feminists are understandably uncomfmtable riding the tide 
of this contradiction of capitalism (Kilbourne, 1995). Yet, this uneasy partnership _ 
Herbert Marcuse (1964) would have called it "co-optation" - of women athletes' 
goals and corporate goals is a pragmatic accommodation to the realities of the post
Fordian economy. In this new world order, global corporations, not nation-states, 
have become the new arbiters of power. Some of us are deeply troubled by these 
developments (Jansen, 1988, 1991). However, asking women's sports advocates to 
renounce such partnerships is asking them to sacrifice their cause and resources 
to the purity of a retro-utopian politics. Building a better world does require sacri
fice, but it also requires realistic assessments of what sacrifices constitute meaning
ful resistance and what sacrifices simply do our opponents work for them. The old 
lifeboat ethic, "women and children first," usually meant they were the first to drown. 

GAY ATHLETES IN SPORT 

Why are sports journalists simultaneously so attuned to the presence of lesbians in 
sport, but so oblivious to the presence of gay men in athletics? The issue of lesbian 
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athletes has not been covered by television as much as by radio and print media. 
Radio talk shows, maudlin and occasionally upfront gross, are sometimes eardrum 
forums for men lamenting and demonizing lesbians or "dykes" in spmt. While 
feminists have accused sports journalists of end-stage homophobia, Crosset's ethno
graphic research of the Ladies Professional Golf Association (LPGA) shows that 
male journalists are curious about the personal lives and sexuality of the women 
professionals. He asserts that many of the men journalists who cover the LPGA 
tour seem to envy women's athleticism. Some male sport journalists use lesbian
baiting as a device for discrediting women's athletic performance and ability. 
But, as Crosset (1995) explains, the lesbian-baiting goes further than woman-jock 

envy: 

Tue pursuit of stories about lesbians on the tour serves to preserve golf as a 
"naturally" manly pursuit. This sort of coverage ensures the comfort of the 
sports media's primary market - men. The media industry has a stake in main
taining the image of sport as a resource for doing masculinity. It sells. 

(p. 126) 

Put another way, lesbian-baiting preserves male hegemony in sport and society. 
In contrast, sports writers largely ignore the presence of gays and bisexuals 

as if they hardly exist in sports or only exist in "feminized" sports like figure 
skating. This same pattern of hyperawareness of lesbians and "look-the-other
wayism" in relation to gay and bisexual men athletes is also evident among sports 
scientists and critical scholars. Academic focus has been mainly on lesbian athletes. 

Why? 
It may be that gay men represent a unique threat to the maintenance 

of male hegemony in sport when compared to that of lesbian women. Jusl as 
Prometheus challenged the Gods of Olympus by stealing their fire, gay athletes 
may challenge the logic of the gender regimes of contemporary Western culture. 
Not only is the gay male athlete perceived as a defecting from heterosexual models 
of masculinity, but his presence in the theater of sport ruptures cultural associa
tions among masculinity, athleticism, hardness, toughness, and heterosexual 
potency. The gay male athlete is not only a traitor or transgressor, but the mere 
acknowledgment of his presence in the locker room symbolically erodes the effi
cacy of men's fantasies about a unitary or monolithic hegemonic, heterosexual 

masculinity. 
The comparative silence of sports media professionals and sports scholars 

around gay male athletes mirrors the "don't ask, don't tell" policy on gays in the 
military. Few, it seems, are willing to acknowledge that presence of gays in 
the proverbial shower. This reticence affirms Simone de Beauvoir's (1974) asser
tion that denial is the first principal of patriarchy. Hegemonic masculinity's ideal
izations of "manly men" are extraordinarily fragile constructs. Made of myth, these 
ideals are constantly contradicted by reality, and, as a result, they constantly require 
aggressive reaffirmation. Prometheus, it seems, can only be apprehended through 
the mist by "wannabees" who keep one eye closed. 

MASCULINITY IN SPORTS MEDIA 

MEN OF COLOR, COLORLESS MEN 

Contrary to previous research on media representation of African-American athletes 
Sabo, Jansen, Tate, Duncan, and Leggett (1996) found that producers of televised 
international athletic events now appear to be generally attuned to issues of racial 
representation and cultural diversity. They showed that commentators did not 
construct negative representations of black athletes. Content and rhetodcal analyses 
revealed that black athletes were significantly less likely than Asian and white 
athletes to receive negative evaluations from commentators. Additional qualitative 
analyses of the personal interview segments showed that race, ethnicity, or nation
ality did not appear to determine the types of stmies or metaphors that producers 
and commentators used to frame athletes. In relation to black athletes, media profes
sionals appear to be consciously and purposively responding to past criticisms of 
prejudicial treatment of blacks in sport media and televisual media in general (Dates 
& Barlow, 1990; Riggs, 1991). 

The less frequent use than in the past of physical descriptors and negative 
evaluations with reference to black athletes suggests a heightened sensitivity, or 
perhaps a guardedness among commentators, concerning negative representations 
of black athletes. Other research also suggests greater sensitivity in televisual 
portrayals of African-American males (Gerbner, 1993), although this sensitivity 
frequently. l~nds itself to multiple and multiply coded readings (Jhally & Lewis, 
1992). W1thm broadcast sports media, it may be that producers are genuinely 
responding to pleas by civil rights advocacy groups for fair treatment. This respon
siveness also has pragmatic advantages both domestically, where the demographics 
of US network television audiences are becoming less white and less affluent and 
internationally, where US television programmers seek to cultivate new ma~kets 
for exports of US sports media and products. 

Nevertheless if, as we have suggested, representation on the screen commu
nicates power and absence communicates powerlessness, then African-American 
male athletes have to be conceived as a powerful presence in US sport and sports 
media despite the fact that they remain grossly underrepresented in positions of 
authority in the US including management positions in sports and media industries 
(Melnick & Sabo, 1994). How can this apparent conundrum be explained? Black 
athletes are, in fact, much more of a presence in professional sports in the US than 
would be predicted based upon their presence in the American population at large. 
They are a dominant presence (in sheer numbers as well as prominence as "stars" 
in professional basketball; they are also a powerful presence, and on some teams 
the dominant presence, in football and baseball. 
. In short, some (perhaps even most) of the leading stars in the big three profes

stonal men's sports in America are black men. They have symbolically stolen the 
fire ?f Prometheus. But what black men achieve on the field - in sport and sports 
media - they are still largely denied in other spheres of American life. Jhally and 
Lewis (1992) describe this contradictory acknowledgement and denial of black 
agency as "enlightened racism". Representations of black male athleticism draw on 
uniquely American representational practices that have their roots in the stereo
types that emerged out of the Reconstruction, which politically empowered and 
then culturally disenfranchised black males. Eugene O'Neill's (1972) character, 
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Emperor Jones, is a prototype embodiment of this stereotype. Powerfol but 
dangerous, his fire burns briefly and eratically; and, if this fire is not domesllcated 
by accommodation to the rules of white culture, it usually comes to a tragic end. 
Indeed, O. J. Simpson's rise to celebrity status during the 1970s and 1980s was 
predicated on his enculturation into white corporate culture, while his disgrace as 
an accused murderer was often grounded in a black racial identity. 

Leola Johnson (1996) has analyzed the print and electronic media texts that 
at once framed and facilitated O.J. Simpson's success at marketing himself as a 
"colorless commodity in American culture." She docrnents how "O.J." became the 
first black athletic hero who "crossed over" into the world of major corporate spon
sorship, paving the way for black male advertising icons Michael Jordon and 
Shaquille O'Neal. Black male superathletes such as Jackie Robi~son, . Wilt 
Chamberlain, Kareem Abdul Jabbar, Arthur Ashe, and Mohammed Ah achieved 
heroic status but with little financial returns vis ii vis corporate advertising. Like 
Asians are sometimes described today, O.J. Simpson became a "model minority" 
for corporate America, who rejected his ghetto roots and embraced materialist 
culture with both arms. Johnson's analysis of Simpson's career reveals that his 
credentials as an athlete role model were bolstered by his public condemnation of 
the black athlete revolt of the late 1960s and refusal to smoke marijuana (he tried 
it but "didn't inhale"). Simpson also smooth-talked to the press about his love of 
family though his sexual exploits with women were also borderline legendary among 
the male journalists who hung out in the locker room subculture. Simpson was 
forever affable, echoing the "smiling Negro" tradition in American culture (e.g., 
Aunt Jemimah), which allowed the press and whites to feel good about race rela
tions and safe in their beds and living rooms. Simpson's image of "easygoing super
manhood" was further amplified by televisual devices that permitted viewers to get 
"up close and personal" with "O.J." and slow-motion replays of his running exploits. 
In short, Johnson's deconstruction shows how Simpson's success among media was 
based in his image as a colorless male supremacist, the "white man's Negro and 
a man's man." 

It is ironic that, amidst the media coverage of Simpson's trial for murder, the 
auras of corporate colorlessness and socially-acceptable male supremacy largely 
evaporated. The "race card" was so easily played in the racially divisive O.J. 
Simpson trial because these stereotypes lie close to the surface of the Amencan 
subconsciousness, a fact which also explains the obsession of both white and black 
Americans with the case and their disparate interpretations of it. 

This is not to suggest that the new sensitivity that television brings to its 
representations of black male athletes is less than laudable. To the contrary, it marks 
a significant improvement over the representational practices of the past, but 11 
remains what Marlon T. Riggs (1991) called a "color adjustment"; i.e., an improve
ment of images of blacks on-screen that allows white audiences to deny the effects 
of racism off-screen. Improvement in the representational practices used to cover 
black athleticism is therefore a partial victory in both senses of the term. It is not 
a victory that has wrought any significant improvements in the conventions used 
to represent black women (Dines & Humez, 1995). Moreover, the new racial 
consciousness of sports broadcasters has not yet led to modifications in the conven
tions used to represent Asian or Hispanic athletes; these groups continue to be 
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represented in ways that resonate closely with American racial and ethnic stereo
types about these groups (Sabo, Jansen, Tate, Duncan, & Leggett, 1996). 

CONCLUSION: PANDORA'S FIRE? 

No feminist archeology has exposed the deep structure of the gender politics of 
Western sports discourse. Feminist sports media research has yet to produce its 
Mary Daly (1973). Our analysis of the ways in which deeply embedded cultural 
myths and stereotypes continue to resonate within the semiotic resources from which 
sports media draw its language and images is intended to be suggestive rather than 
definitive. We believe it does, however, demonstrate that sports talk, fandom, media, 
and celebrity are potent forces in resisting challenges to hegemonic masculinity. 
Yet, we also acknowledge that there are fractures in the prevailing gender order, 
which these discursive practices can only partially repair. 

The future is not assured but political activism and critical scholarship have 
made a difference in sports and sports media during the past two decades. Lest we 
forget or underestimate the significance of these achievements, this has been 
a period when the Right has dominated political and economic life in America, a 
time when many of the egalitarian initiatives of the 1950 and 1960 stalled or 
reversed course. Pandora may yet claim the fire. 

NOTES 

Goffman (1979) both problematized and relied on a form of content ana1ysis in his 
analysis of gender re1ations in print advertisements. 

2 Sophisticated forms of content analysis avoid this trap by using intermediate interpre
tive methods (for example, semantic differential tests), reflexive coding conventions, and 
independent coders in constructing categories of analysis. 

3 This statement is not intended to imply that media researchers are more prescient than 
sports sociologists, but rather that they bring different conceptual apparatus to the enter
prise. Where sociologists think in terms of social institutions, sport, po1itics, the family, 
church, business, etc., which make multiple claims on individuals, media research focuses 
its attention more narrowly on media institutions. In the US that means media researchers 
study a commercia1 system, and that the profit principle is therefore foregrounded in 
their analyses. The conceptual distinction is subtle but consequential. Sociological 
analysis of sport provides a framework for imaginative historical and comparative explo
rations of the institution of sport, while media research secures a more pragmatic micro
analysis of how cultural production actually works within a commercial system. 
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